New Maningrida
stock

Mick Quilliam inspired

Aboriginal
Fine Art

We just don’t seem to be able to keep our local Tasmanian
Aboriginal artist Mick Quilliam’s work in stock! This is not
surprising after his November sell out show. His last few sales
have been to Florida, Darwin and locally in Hobart. His first
painting of the blue penguins features.

Big February
events

Euan Hills
Gallery Director
29 Hunter Street
Hobart 7000
Tasmania Australia
In the Henry Jones IXL
precinct

In need of a fish trap? We
can help! Or perhaps a hollow
log coffin or two? Again, we
have just received a fabulous
range – right up to 2.82 metres
high with an inspired work by
Michael Gadjarwala. Plus there
are some great mimi and yawk
yawk figures by Owen Yalandja,
Lena Yarinkura and Bob
Burruwal. The two barks by
John Mawurndjul are brilliant!
These Arnhem Land art works
are excitingly special.

Get Your copy
signed at the Launch
Thursday 13th Feb
at ART MOB

P +61 3 6236 9200

On Thursday 13 th Adrian
Newstead of Coo-ee Aboriginal
Art in Sydney will be at Art Mob’s
gallery for the Hobart launch of
his book “The Dealer is the Devil”
and he will also open our February
exhibition “Dealing in Dots”. This
exhibition will feature paintings
from our dotty duo – Papunya
artists Pansy Napangardi and
Fabrianne Nampitjinpa Peterson
(who will be present at the
openning). Bring $50 to get
your signed copy of this insider’s
history of the Aboriginal art trade.
Bring even more for a wonderful
art work!

Hot Summer Sale

Emma has declared 2014 the
year of shifting stock so she
is making a start with some
hugely discounted pieces.
There are 60 paintings that you
can see from our web home
page - but be quick! They are
sure to find new homes rapidly!
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Tourist Tat

Our January blockbuster exhibition, inspired by some obtuse
criticism of the “Australia” exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts
in London, looked magnificent and attracted much comment.
It was our first exhibition in 12 years where the value of the art
shown exceeded $500,000. It was applauded by one of the
senior art curators of the National Gallery of Australia and a
podcast of Euan’s interview with SBS Living Black radio is up on
their website.

Emily Kame Kngwarreye

Emily’s in stock

For the first time we now have some gallery
stock of one of the greatest artists from our
country – the late Emily Kame Kngwarreye.
These bush flower paintings of Utopia are
truly superb!

